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I Introduction

Nearly one billion people worldwide live more than 2 km from a paved road, with one-third living

in India (Roberts et al., 2006; The World Bank Group, 2016). Fully half of India’s 600,000 villages

lacked a paved road in 2001. To remedy this, the Government of India launched the Pradhan Mantri

Gram Sadak Yojana (Prime Minister’s Village Road Program, or PMGSY) in 2000. Premised on the

idea that “poor road connectivity is the biggest hurdle in faster rural development” (Narayanan, 2001)

and promising benefits from poverty reduction to increased employment opportunities in villages

(National Rural Roads Development Agency, 2005), by 2015 the PMGSY had funded the construction

of all-weather roads to nearly 200,000 villages at a cost of almost $40 billion. Yet rural areas may

have other disadvantages that may make it difficult to realize these gains; for example, they lack

agglomeration economies and complementary inputs such as human capital. Lowering transport

costs may not be enough to transform economic activity and outcomes in rural areas.

Existing research is largely supportive of policymakers’ claims: rural road construction is associated

with increases in farm and non-farm economic growth as well as poverty reduction. But the causal

impacts of rural roads have proven difficult to assess, mainly due to the endogeneity of road placement.

The high costs and potentially large benefits of infrastructure investments mean that the placement

of new roads is typically correlated with both economic and political characteristics of locations

(Blimpo et al., 2013; Brueckner, 2014; Burgess et al., 2015; Lehne et al., 2018). We overcome

this challenge by taking advantage of an implementation rule that targeted roads to villages with

population exceeding two discrete thresholds (500 and 1,000). This rule causes villages just above

the population threshold to be 21 percentage points more likely to receive a road, allowing us to

estimate the causal impact of rural roads using a fuzzy regression discontinuity design.

We construct a high spatial resolution dataset that combines administrative microdata covering

all households and firms in our regression discontinuity sample of villages with remote sensing data

and village aggregates describing amenities, infrastructure, and demographic information. Because
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variation induced by program rules is across villages rather than across larger administrative units,

and because of the possibility of heterogeneous effects by individual characteristics, village-identified

microdata are essential for studying the impacts of roads. The limitation of this approach is that

the administrative data are based on shorter questionnaires than traditional regional sample surveys.

On average, we observe outcomes four years after road completion, meaning that we estimate the

short to medium run impact of these roads.

In contrast to the dramatic economic benefits anticipated by policymakers, rural roads do not

appear to transform village economies. Roads cause a substantial increase in the availability of

transportation services, but we find no evidence for increases in assets or income. Farmers do not own

more agricultural equipment, move out of subsistence crops, or increase agricultural production. We

follow the methodology of Elbers et al. (2003) to predict consumption from the set of asset and income

variables in the individual microdata. We can rule out a 10% increase in predicted consumption

with 95% confidence, with no significant or economically meaningful subgroup heterogeneity in terms

of occupation, education, or position in the consumption distribution.

We do find that rural roads lead to a large reallocation of workers out of agriculture. A new

road causes a 10 percentage point decrease in the share of workers in agriculture and an equivalent

increase in wage labor. These impacts are most pronounced among the groups likely to have the

lowest costs and highest potential gains from participation in labor markets: households with small

landholdings and working age men.

We find suggestive evidence that the growth in non-agricultural workers is due to greater access

to jobs outside the village. We estimate a small and insignificant increase in village non-farm

employment (4 workers per village), which can explain only 20% of the point estimate on reallocation

of workers out of agriculture, although we cannot reject equality of these estimates. We can decisively

rule out small changes in permanent migration, implying that the results we find are not the product

of compositional changes to the village population.

In short, we find that the primary impact of new roads is to make it easier for workers to gain
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access to non-agricultural jobs. Our research suggests that rural roads do not meaningfully facilitate

growth of village firms or predicted consumption in the short to medium run. Roads alone appear

to be insufficient to transform the economic structure of remote villages.

This paper contributes to a wide literature estimating the impacts of investments in transportation

infrastructure. New highways and railroads have been shown to have substantial impacts on the

allocation of economic activity, land use, and migration.1 Our finding that rural roads do not lead

to major economic changes apart from reallocation of labor from agriculture is consistent with Faber

(2014), who finds that Chinese highways actually lead to decreases in local GDP in rural areas newly

connected to more productive urban centers. But studies of major transportation corridors have limited

applicability to the rural roads that we study, which connect poor, rural villages to regional markets.

Existing research on rural roads in developing countries has used difference-in-differences and matching

methods, largely finding positive impacts on both agricultural and non-agricultural earnings.2 These

studies are both limited in sample size (the largest examines just over 100 roads) and in their ability to

1Trunk transportation infrastructure has been shown to raise the value of agricultural land (Donaldson and
Hornbeck, 2016), increase agricultural trade and income (Donaldson, 2018), reduce the risk of famine (Burgess and
Donaldson, 2012), increase migration (Morten and Oliveira, 2018) and accelerate urban decentralization (Baum-Snow
et al., 2011). Results on growth have proven somewhat mixed: there is evidence that reducing transportation costs
can increase (Ghani et al., 2016; Storeygard, 2016), decrease (Faber, 2014), or leave unchanged (Banerjee et al., 2012)
growth rates in local economic activity. Atkin and Donaldson (2017) show that intra-country trade costs are very
high in developing countries, with remote areas benefiting little from increased integration into world markets. For
a recent survey of the economic impacts of transportation costs, see Redding and Turner (2015).

2Most closely related are papers that estimate the impact of rural road programs in Bangladesh (Khandker
et al., 2009; Khandker and Koolwal, 2011; Ali, 2011), Ethiopia (Dercon et al., 2009), Indonesia (Gibson and
Olivia, 2010), Papua New Guinea (Gibson and Rozelle, 2003), and Vietnam (Mu and van de Walle, 2011). Concurrent
research on the PMGSY demonstrates that districts that built more roads experienced improved economic outcomes
(Aggarwal, 2018), incidentally treated villages experienced gains in agriculture (Shamdasani, 2018), and PMGSY
increased educational outcomes (Mukherjee, 2012; Adukia et al., 2017). Other papers also suggest that the lack
of rural transport infrastructure may be a significant contributor to rural underdevelopment. Wantchekon et al. (2015)
provide evidence that transport costs are a strong predictor of poverty across sub-Saharan Africa. Fafchamps and
Shilpi (2005) offer cross-sectional evidence that villages closer to cities are more economically diversified, with residents
more likely to work for wages. An older literature suggested that rural transport infrastructure was highly correlated
with positive development outcomes (Binswanger et al., 1993; Fan and Hazell, 2001; Zhang and Fan, 2004), estimating
high returns to such investments. Later work generally demonstrated that rural roads are associated with large
economic benefits by looking at their impact on agricultural land values (Jacoby, 2000; Shrestha, 2017), estimated
willingness to pay for agricultural households (Jacoby and Minten, 2009), complementarities with agricultural
productivity gains (Gollin and Rogerson, 2014), search and competition among agricultural traders (Casaburi et
al., 2013), and agricultural productivity and crop choice (Sotelo, 2018). In an urban setting, Gonzalez-Navarro
and Quintana-Domeque (2016) find that paving streets lead to higher property values and consumption.
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address the endogeneity of road placement. Our study is the first large-scale study on rural roads with

exogenous variation in road placement; in this regard we join recent work that has used instrumental

variables to estimate the impacts of major infrastructural investments such as dams (Duflo and Pande,

2007) and electrification (Dinkelman, 2011; Lipscomb et al., 2013). The small treatment effects that we

detect, especially when contrasted with a district-level analysis of the same program (Aggarwal, 2018),

suggest that new roads are disproportionately built in villages that are growing for other reasons.

We also add to a large literature seeking to understand the barriers to reallocation of labor out

of agriculture in developing countries. Much emphasis has been put on the role of agricultural

productivity in facilitating structural transformation.3 Theoretically, there is reason to believe that

transport costs could also play an important role: if rural workers are unable to access outside nonfarm

jobs, or if rural firms are unable to grow due to high transport costs, roads may accelerate structural

transformation in poor countries. There is considerable evidence that across the developing world,

labor productivity outside agriculture may be higher than in agriculture (Gollin et al., 2014; McMillan

et al., 2014). We join recent research that finds that high transportation costs are an important

barrier to the spatial and sectoral allocation of labor (Bryan et al., 2014; Bryan and Morten, 2015).

However, we find that reallocation of labor out of agriculture is not necessarily associated with other

large changes to the village economy.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section II provides a theoretical discussion of how rural

roads may affect local economic activity. Section III provides a description of the rural road program.

Sections IV and V describe the data construction and empirical strategy. Section VI presents results

and discussion. Section VII concludes.

II Conceptual Framework

In this section, we sketch out a conceptual framework for understanding the impacts of new roads on

village economies. Because we are interested in villages’ productive structure, we explore impacts on

occupational choice, agricultural production, and nonfarm firms. We focus on a set of channels that

3For a recent example and discussion of the literature, see Bustos et al. (2016).
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have received attention in existing research and in policymakers’ justification for building rural roads.

The first order effect of a feeder road is to reduce transportation costs between a village and

external markets, causing prices and wages to move toward prices outside the village. Given the

sample of previously unconnected villages in India, this almost always implies higher wages, lower

prices for imported goods, and higher prices for exported goods.

We first consider farm production. A decline in the prices of imported inputs such as fertilizer and

seeds can be expected to lead to greater input use and increased agricultural production. Changes

in farmgate prices will cause crop choice to move in the direction of crops with the greatest price

increases—those where the village has a comparative advantage. If agricultural production increases,

it will also increase labor demand in agriculture, though these effects may be small or even reversed

if production shifts to less labor intensive crops or if it becomes easier to import labor-substituting

technology such as tractors.

The major offsetting effect is the increased access of village workers to external labor markets,

which is likely to raise village wages. Higher labor costs will make farm work more expensive and

may cause farms to reduce production and shift toward less labor intensive crops or technologies.

The impacts of roads on non-farm production in the village are analogous. Lower input prices

and higher output prices will increase the production of non-farm goods, but these will be offset

by higher wages. The relative changes in on-farm and off-farm production and labor demand will

depend on the magnitude of the relative price changes between these markets.

These are the main channels that typically underlie the argument that rural roads will help grow the

rural economy, both on and off the farm. But importantly, note that none of these production increases

are unambiguous. The external labor demand effects could dominate the input/output price effects in

both sectors, so that the net impact on both agricultural and non-agricultural production is negative—

in other words, the village’s comparative advantage could be the export of labor. This is especially

likely to be the case if labor productivity in the region surrounding the village is high relative to in the

village, for example, due to greater agglomeration or human capital externalities. Village production
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could also fall if effective transportation costs are reduced more for labor than for certain goods.

There are, of course, many other ways a road can affect village production. There may be increases

in demand for local non-tradable goods if any of the changes above cause increases in income. Improved

access to capital could raise investment in productive activities; alternately, access to better savings op-

tions could reduce local investment. Or improved information alone could shift prices and investments.

All of these effects will be mitigated by factors that continue to inhibit factor price equalization. For

instance, few people in these villages will own vehicles; they will rely on transportation services offered

by the market. But if villages have few exports, they may generate so little demand for transport that

vehicle operators would be willing to pay the fixed cost to get to the village. Put differently, rural

workers and firms may continue to face high effective transportation costs even after road construction.

III Context and Background

The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) – the Prime Minister’s Village Road Program

– was launched in 2000 with the goal of providing all-weather road access to unconnected villages

across India. The focus was on the provision of new feeder roads to localities that did not have

paved roads, although in practice many projects under the scheme upgraded pre-existing roads. As

the objective was to connect the greatest number of locations to the external road network at the

lowest possible price, routes terminating in villages were prioritized over routes passing through

villages and on to larger roads.

Importantly for this paper, the national program guidelines prioritized larger villages according to

arbitrary thresholds based on the 2001 Population Census. The guidelines originally aimed to connect

all villages with populations greater than 1,000 by 2003, all villages with population greater than 500

by 2007, and villages with population over 250 after that.4 The thresholds were lower in desert and

tribal areas, as well as hilly states and districts affected by left-wing extremism. These rules were to be

4The unit of targeting in the PMGSY is the habitation, defined as a cluster of population whose location does
not change over time. Revenue villages, which are used by the Economic and Population Censuses, are comprised
of one or more habitations (National Rural Roads Development Agency, 2005). In this paper, we aggregate all
data to the level of the revenue village.
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applied on a state-by-state basis, meaning that states that had connected all larger villages could pro-

ceed to smaller localities. However, program guidelines also laid out other rules that states could use to

determine allocation. Smaller villages could be connected if they lay in the least-cost path of connect-

ing a prioritized village. Groups of villages within 500 m of each other could combine their populations.

Members of Parliament and state legislative assemblies were also allowed to make suggestions that

would be taken into consideration when approving construction projects. Finally, measures of local

economic importance such as the presence of a weekly market could also influence allocation. Different

states used different thresholds; for instance, states with few unconnected villages with over 1,000 peo-

ple used the 500-person threshold immediately. Some states did not comply with the threshold guide-

lines at all. We identified complying states based on meetings with officials at the National Rural Roads

Development Agency, which was the federal body overseeing the program (see Section V for details).

Although funded and overseen by the federal Ministry of Rural Development, responsibility for

program implementation was delegated to state governments. Funding came from a combination of

taxes on diesel fuel (0.75 INR per liter), central government support, and loans from the Asian Devel-

opment Bank and World Bank. By 2015, over 400,000 km of roads had been constructed, benefiting

185,000 villages – 107,000 previously lacking an all-weather road – at a cost of almost $40 billion.5

IV Data

To take advantage of village-level variation in road construction, we combine village-level administra-

tive data from the PMGSY program with multiple external datasets, including data covering every

firm and household in rural India. This section gives an overview of the data sources, collection

process and variable definitions; additional details are provided in Appendix A.

Identities of connected villages and completion dates come from the official PMGSY website

(http://omms.nic.in), which we scraped in January 2015. Household microdata comes from the

Socioeconomic and Caste Census (SECC) of 2012, which describes every household and individual in In-

5Source: PMGSY administrative data. This figure describes the total amount disbursed by the end of 2015.
The cost of a new road to a previously unconnected village in our sample was approximately $150,000.
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dia. This dataset was collected by the Government of India to determine eligibility for social programs.

It was made publicly available on the internet in a combination of formats; we scraped and processed

over two million files covering 825 million rural individuals. After extracting text from the PDF tables,

we translated fields from various languages into English, classified occupations into standardized

categories and matched locations to the 2011 Population Census based on names. This process yielded

a range of variables covering both household characteristics (assets and income) and individual char-

acteristics (age, gender, occupation, caste, etc). Anonymized microdata from the 2002 Below Poverty

Line (BPL) Census, an earlier national asset census, was used to construct village level controls.

To generate a proxy measure for consumption, which is not directly surveyed by the SECC, we

predict consumption in a survey (IHDS-II, 2011-12) that contains the same asset, income, and

land data as the SECC but only contains district-level geographic identifiers. We then impute

consumption for each individual in sample villages following the small area estimation methodology of

Elbers et al. (2003), allowing us to test not only for impacts of roads on mean predicted consumption

per capita but also for distributional effects.6 Appendix A contains additional details of this process,

as well as a discussion of the literature on predicting consumption from such data.

Firm data comes from the Sixth Economic Census (2013). This covers every economic estab-

lishment in India, including public and informal establishments, other than those engaged only in

crop production, public administration, and defense. It contains detailed information on location

(which we match to the 2011 Population Census), employment, industry, and a handful of other

firm characteristics, but includes no variables on wages, inputs, or outputs. We trim outliers to

eliminate villages where the number of workers in village nonfarm firms is greater than the total

number of workers resident in the village. Results are not substantively changed by this restriction.

Remote sensing data is used to measure outcomes otherwise unavailable at the village level. Night

lights provide a proxy for total village output. As no village-level agricultural production data exists

6Standard errors for all predicted consumption and poverty regressions are produced using the bootstrapping
procedure outlined in Elbers et al. (2003).
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in India, we use two satellite-based vegetative indices (NDVI and EVI) for the primary (kharif)

growing season (late May - October) to proxy for village-level agricultural production. To control for

differences in non-crop vegetation, our preferred measure is generated by subtracting early cropping

season value from the maximum growing season value.7 We use village boundary polygons purchased

from ML Infomap to map gridded remote sensing data to villages and to determine treatment

spillover catchment areas.

The 2001 and 2011 Population Censuses (Primary Census Abstract and Village Directory tables)

provide village infrastructure, demographics, transportation services and population. The 2011

Population Census also describes the three primary crops grown in each village; we consolidate these

into an indicator for whether one out of the three is something other than a cereal (rice, wheat,

etc.) or pulse (lentils, chickpeas). Finally, the Population Censuses provide the basis for linking

all other datasets together at the village level.

Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the timing of the major datasets used in this project,

along with year-by-year counts of the number of villages receiving PMGSY roads for the years of

this study. Road construction is negligible before baseline data collection in 2001, then slowly ramps

up to a peak of over 11,000 villages receiving roads annually in 2008 before slowing down slightly.

The analysis sample is restricted to the 11,474 villages that (i) did not have a paved road in

2001; (ii) were matched across all primary datasets; and (iii) had populations within the optimal

bandwidth from a treatment threshold. Column 1 of Table 1 reports the average characteristics

of the villages in the sample; they are very similar to the average unconnected village in India.8

7Table A1 shows that this measure is highly correlated with two other proxies for agricultural productivity and per
capita predicted consumption at the village level, as well as annual agricultural output at the district level, for both
NDVI and EVI. We find similar results when using alternate functional forms. See Appendix A for additional details.

8Table A2 shows village-level summary statistics for all villages in the 2001 Population Census, separated into
those with and without roads. Villages without paved roads (which comprise nearly half of of all villages) are less
populated (731 vs 1,708), have fewer public goods (e.g. 26% electrified vs 55%), have less irrigated agricultural
land, and are farther from the nearest urban center than villages with paved roads. The extent to which differences
like these are endogenous or causal is the central question of this paper.
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V Empirical Strategy

The impacts of infrastructure investments are challenging for economists to measure for several reasons.

First, the high cost and large potential returns of such investments mean that few policymakers are

willing to allow random allocation. Political favoritism, economic potential, and pro-poor targeting

would lead infrastructure to be correlated with other government programs and economic growth,

biasing naive estimates in an unknown direction. Second, because roads are costly, road construction

programs rarely generate large treatment samples. Sample surveys not directly connected with

road construction programs are thus unlikely to have a sufficient number of treated and control

groups; in contrast, analysis at more aggregate levels is underpowered and faces greater identification

concerns. We address these challenges by combining quasirandom variation from program rules

with administrative census data georeferenced to the village level.

We obtain causal identification from the guidelines by which villages were prioritized to receive

new roads. As previously described, new roads were targeted first to villages with population greater

than 1,000, then those greater than 500, and finally greater than 250. While selection into road

treatment may have been partly determined by political or economic factors, these factors do not

change discontinuously at these population thresholds. As long as these rules were followed to

any degree, the likelihood of treatment will discontinuously increase at these population thresholds,

making it possible to estimate the effect of new roads using a fuzzy regression discontinuity design.

We pool villages according to the population thresholds that were applied in each state, so the

running variable is village population minus the treatment threshold. Very few villages around the

250-person threshold received roads by 2012, so we limit the sample to villages with populations

close to 500 and 1,000. Further, only certain states followed the population threshold prioritization

rules as given by the national guidelines of the PMGSY. We worked closely with the National

Rural Roads Development Agency to identify the state-specific thresholds that were followed and

we define our sample accordingly. Our sample is comprised of villages from the following states, with
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the population thresholds used in parentheses: Chhattisgarh (500, 1,000), Gujarat (500), Madhya

Pradesh (500, 1,000), Maharashtra (500), Orissa (500), and Rajasthan (500).9

Under the assumption of continuity of all other village characteristics other than road treatment

at the treatment threshold, the fuzzy RD estimator calculates the local average treatment effect

(LATE) of receiving a new road for a village with population equal to the threshold. Following

the recommendations of Imbens and Lemieux (2008) and Gelman and Imbens (2018), our primary

specification uses local linear regression within a given bandwidth of the treatment threshold, and

controls for the running variable (village population) on either side of the threshold. We use the

following two stage instrumental variables specification:

Roadv,j=γ0+γ11{popv,j≥T}+γ2(popv,j−T)+

γ3(popv,j−T)∗1{popv,j≥T}+νXv,j+µj+υv,j

(1)

Yv,j=β0+β1Roadv,j+β2(popv,j−T)+

β3(popv,j−T)∗1{popv,j≥T}+ζXv,j+ηj+εv,j.

(2)

Yv,j is the outcome of interest in village v and district-threshold group j, T is the population

threshold, popv,j is baseline village population, Xv,j is a vector of village controls measured at

baseline, and ηj and µj are district-threshold fixed effects. Village-level controls include indicators

for presence of village amenities (primary school, medical center and electrification), the log of total

agricultural land area, the share of agricultural land that is irrigated, distance in km from the closest

census town, the share of workers in agriculture, the literacy rate, the share of inhabitants that

9These states are concentrated in north India. Southern states generally have far superior infrastructure and
thus had few unconnected villages to prioritize. Other states such as Bihar had many unconnected villages but
did not comply with program guidelines.
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belong to a scheduled caste, the share of households owning agricultural land, the share of households

who are subsistence farmers, and the share of households earning over 250 INR cash per month

(approximately 4 USD), all measured at baseline. District-threshold fixed effects are district fixed

effects interacted with an indicator variable for whether the village is in the 1,000-person threshold

group. Roadv,j is an indicator that takes the value one if the village received a new road before

the year in which Y is measured, which is 2011, 2012, or 2013 (depending on the data source).10

Village controls and fixed effects are not necessary for identification but improve the efficiency of

the estimation. The coefficient β1 captures the effect of a new road on the outcome variable. The

optimal bandwidth according to the method of Imbens (2018) is 84.11 We use a triangular kernel

which places the most weight on observations close to the threshold, as in Dell (2015). Results are

highly similar with different fixed effects or controls, a rectangular kernel, or alternate bandwidths.

Regression discontinuity estimates can be interpreted causally if baseline covariates and the density

of the running variable are balanced across the treatment threshold. Table 1 presents the mean values

for various village baseline characteristics, including the set of controls that we use in all regressions.

While there are average differences between villages above and below the population threshold

(Columns 2 and 3), in part because many village characteristics are correlated with size, we find no sig-

nificant differences when we use the RD specification to test for discontinuous changes at the threshold.

Figure 2 shows the graphical version of the balance test, plotting means of baseline variables in popu-

lation bins, residual of fixed effects and controls. Baseline village characteristics are continuous at the

treatment threshold. Figure 3 shows that the density of the village population distribution is also con-

tinuous across the treatment threshold; the McCrary test statistic is -0.01 (s.e. 0.05) (McCrary, 2008).12

10Our primary outcomes are measured in 2011 (Population Census), 2012 (SECC), and 2013 (Economic Census).
These were not particularly unusual years for the Indian economy. GDP growth these years was 6.6%, 5.5% and
6.4%, slightly below the 2008-16 average of 7.1%. Rainfall for the main growing season (June-September) was neither
particularly high or low: 901, 824 and 937 mm, compared to the 2000-2014 average of 848 mm.

11The optimal bandwidth according to the method of Calonico et al. (2014) is 78.
12Note that the density function of habitation population as reported in the internal PMGSY records exhibits

notable discontinuities above the treatment thresholds, indicating that some habitation were able to misreport
population to gain eligibility (Figure A1). For this reason, we use village population from the 2001 Population Census
as the running variable. The Population Census was collected before PMGSY implementation began to scale up,
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Figure 4 shows the share of villages that received new roads before 2012 in each population band

relative to the treatment threshold; there is a substantial discontinuous increase in the probability of

treatment at the threshold. Table 2 presents first stage estimates using the main estimating equation at

various bandwidths. Crossing the treatment threshold raises the probability of treatment by 21-22 per-

centage points; as suggested by the figure, the estimates are very robust to different bandwidth choices.

VI Results

VI.A Main results

We begin by presenting treatment estimates on five indices of the major families of outcomes: (i)

transportation services; (ii) sectoral allocation of labor; (iii) employment in nonfarm village firms; (iv)

agricultural investment and yields; and (v) income, assets and predicted consumption. We generate

these indices to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, following Anderson (2008); the

variables that make up each index are described in the Data Appendix (Section A7). Table 3 presents

the RD estimate of the impact of roads on each outcome, along with unadjusted p-values. The first

column shows a large positive effect on the availability of transportation services, and the second

shows that roads cause a significant reallocation of labor out of agriculture. We find a smaller positive

effect on employment growth in village firms (Column 3, p = 0.12), but very small and insignificant

positive effects on agricultural yields/investments and on the asset/consumption index (Columns

4 and 5). These indices address concerns about multiple hypothesis testing within families of

outcomes. To correct for cross-family multiple hypothesis testing, we follow the step-down procedure

of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), which allows us to reject the null hypothesis of zero effect on

both transportation and agricultural labor share with a false discovery rate (adjusted p-value) of 0.05.

Figure 5 presents graphical representations of each regression discontinuity estimate, showing

the average of each index as a function of distance from the treatment threshold. The plots show

residuals from controls and fixed effects, along with linear estimations on each side of the threshold

and was done so by a government agency considered to be apolitical and impartial.
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and 95% confidence intervals. The graphs corroborate the tables, showing significant treatment

effects for transportation and labor exit from agriculture, but little clear impact on the firms,

agricultural production, and asset/consumption indices.13 These results broadly summarize the

findings of this paper: rural roads lead to increases in transportation services and reallocation of labor

out of agriculture, but not to major changes to village firms, agricultural production, or predicted

consumption. The rest of this section examines the components of each of these indices to explain

the impacts of roads in more detail, and presents results on heterogeneity.

Table 4 shows regression discontinuity estimates of the impact of a new road on an indicator

variable for the regular availability at the village level of the five motorized transportation services

that are recorded in the 2011 Population Census. A new road causes a statistically significant 12.8

percentage point increase in the availability of public bus services, more than doubling the control

group mean of 11.9 percent. The impact on private buses is nearly as large but measured with less

precision. Taxis and vans, which are more expensive forms of transportation, do not experience

significant growth. Availability of auto-rickshaws, the least expensive private form of motorized

transport, increases as well. Given that we are unable to observe transportation costs directly, we

interpret these results as evidence that the new roads studied in this paper do meaningfully affect

connections between treated villages and outside markets.14

Table 5 presents impacts of new roads on occupational choice, the one domain where roads appear to

substantially change economic behavior. As 92% of workers in sample villages report their occupation

to be either in agriculture or in manual labor, we focus our investigation on these categories. The first

two columns show the impact of new roads on the share of workers (aged 21-60) who work in agriculture,

and the share who work as manual laborers. New roads cause a 10.1 percentage point reduction in

workers in agriculture (representing a 21% decrease from the control group mean) and an 8.0 percentage

13The table point estimates are larger than the jumps observed in the figures because the tables present fuzzy
RD (IV) estimates, while the figures show the reduced form difference at the threshold.

14This finding is not a given; Raballand et al. (2011) argue that in remote areas of Malawi, willingness to pay
for transportation services may be so low that roads may not appreciably improve transportation options.
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point increase in workers in (non-agricultural) manual labor.15 Columns 3 and 4 report estimates on

the share of households deriving their primary source of income from cultivation (any crop production)

and from manual labor (which includes agricultural labor, non-agricultural labor, and wages from labor

on public works projects such as the National Rural Employment Guarantee scheme). We find no

significant changes in these measures. While these results may indicate that the workers who respond

to a new road by moving out of agriculture are not the primary earners in the household, it is also

possible that households may associate primary income source with their identity and thus continue

to identify themselves as farmers. Alternately, the inclusion of agricultural labor in the manual labor

category for primary income source may help to explain the difference with the occupational results.

Theoretically, we should expect those who exit agriculture in favor of nonfarm labor market

opportunities will be those for whom the losses of agricultural income are smallest and the labor

market gains are largest. By using individual-level census data, we can examine the distribution

of treatment effects across subgroups with different factor endowments. As land is the major input

into agricultural production, land endowments may play a major role in determining which workers

respond most to a rural road. We first examine the impact of road construction on the landholding

distribution in Table A4. We find that a new road does not significantly change the share of households

that are landless, own less than 2 acres, or have between 2 and 4 acres of agricultural land. However,

we do find a 3.4 percentage point increase in the share of households with over four acres of land

(significant at the 10 percent level). We are hesitant to over-interpret one marginally significant result

out of four tests, but it is possible that there is some land consolidation following the construction

of a road. Regardless, we do not find major changes in the landholding distribution and thus treat

ex post observed landholdings as a baseline variable upon which to conduct heterogeneity analysis.

Panel A of Table A5 presents our main specification, estimating the effect on agricultural occupa-

15The SECC does not report manual labor occupations in more detail. Table A3 breaks down the sectoral
distribution of non-agricultural manual laborers using the 68th round of the National Sample Survey (2011-12).
By far the most common category of manual labor in India is construction, making it a likely sector for many of
these former agricultural workers.
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tion share separately by size of landholdings. We find that movement out of agriculture is strongest

for workers in households without land, and that this treatment effect is monotonically decreasing in

landholding size.16 The decrease in agriculture for those with no land (12.2 percentage points) is even

larger as a percentage of the control group mean: our estimates suggest that 35% of workers with no

land exit agriculture, compared to just 10% in households with more than four acres of land.17 These

results are consistent with recent work finding that land ownership in India can significantly reduce

rates of migration and participation in non-agricultural occupations (Fernando, 2018), supporting

earlier work by Jayachandran (2006).18

We next examine the heterogeneity of the treatment effect as a function of age and gender

(Table A5, Panel B). There are no differential results by age: the point estimate for workers aged

21-40 (a 9.8 percentage point decrease in the share in agriculture) is almost identical to the effect

for workers aged 41-60 (a 9.5 percentage point decrease). While the differences are not significantly

different, we do find that men are more likely to exit agriculture as compared to women, particularly

in the younger cohort (-9.6 percentage point effect for men compared to -3.8 percentage points for

women). These estimates could be the result of a male physical advantage in non-agricultural work

or attitudes against women’s working far away from home (Goldin, 1995). However, as a percentage

of the control group mean, the estimates for male and female workers are much closer.

Table 6 presents results on employment in village firms; Panel A shows estimates in logs and

Panel B in levels. Because the data source is the Economic Census, these counts include all work

in the village, formal and informal, excluding crop production. These results capture economic

activity that takes places in the village, in contrast to Table 5, which describes economic activities for

16We cannot statistically reject equality between any of these estimates. It is also possible that the observed
heterogeneity may be affected by the small shift in the distribution of landholdings.

17It is important to note that productivity in agriculture will only depend on landholdings if there are market
failures such that it is more productive to work on one’s own land. An extensive literature investigates common
failures in agricultural land and labor markets in low income countries. See, for example, de Janvry et al. (1991).

18These effects also suggest that new roads may be a progressive investment in that those with the least agricultural
wealth (as proxied by landholding) show the largest labor market effects. Jayachandran (2006) shows theoretically
that an inelastic agricultural labor supply harms the poor (landless) and acts as insurance for rich (landed) households,
and that landless households will be more likely to migrate.
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village residents even if they take place outside the village. We present estimates for total non-farm

village employment (Column 1), as well as employment in the five largest sectors in the sample

(livestock, manufacturing, education, retail and forestry), which together account for 79% of non-farm

employment. We estimate a statistically insignificant 25 percent increase in employment in non-farm

firms. While the two largest village sectors (livestock and manufacturing) show similar growth to

total employment, the only statistically significant estimate we find is for retail, which we estimate

grows 34 percent in response to a new road. In levels, we find no significant results overall or in any

sector, with estimates ranging from 1.6 jobs lost in livestock to 2.6 jobs gained in manufacturing.

While the log changes in employment are quite large, the level changes are small because the

typical 500- or 1,000-person village has few people engaged in economic activities other than crop

production. We estimate that a new road on average creates 3.7 new jobs in a village. In contrast, the

estimate from Table 5 suggests that 18.5 workers are exiting agriculture in the average village. Taking

these point estimates seriously, only 20% of these workers appear to be finding this non-agricultural

work in the village, although the standard errors on these estimates are large enough that we cannot

reject that all workers leaving agriculture are finding work in village firms. We view this as suggestive

evidence that roads are facilitating more access to external labor markets than growth of jobs in

village firms. The proportional changes are the largest in the retail sector, suggesting that non-farm

employment growth in the village may be more a function of new consumption opportunities (perhaps

due to cheaper imports) rather than new productive opportunities. Unfortunately we are aware of no

village-level data that would make it possible to directly test for changes in the availability or prices

of consumption goods, nor do any village-level censuses ask workers about location of employment.

In Table 7, we examine whether new roads increase investments in agriculture or agricultural

yields. Panel A presents the impact of roads on the three different remotely sensed proxies of yield,

described in Section IV, generated from two different vegetative indices (NDVI and EVI). Point

estimates are very close to zero and the standard errors are tight. In our preferred measure, we

estimate an impact of 1.6% higher agricultural yield (equivalent to 0.057 SD) and can rule out a
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6.7% or a 0.24 standard deviation increase in yield with 95% confidence.

In Panel B, we examine agricultural input usage. We find no evidence for increases in ownership

of mechanized farm or irrigation equipment. There is also no indication of a movement away from

subsistence crops, of land extensification, or of changes in the distribution of land ownership. In short,

we find no evidence of substantial changes in agricultural production in villages after they receive new

roads. Our measures are admittedly incomplete and we are not able to directly measure agricultural

output or earnings, but the zero effects for all these different correlates of agricultural production

suggest that the structure of agricultural production is not dramatically affected by these new roads.

Finally, in Table 8, we examine the impact of roads on predicted consumption, earnings and assets,

which are the best available measures of whether these roads make people appreciably better off

in villages. Panel A reports impacts on various measures of predicted consumption and income. We

estimate that roads cause a statistically insignificant 2% increase in predicted consumption; we can

rule out a 10% increase with 95% confidence. As explained in Appendix A, our predicted consumption

measure is a weighted sum of various assets and other measures of economic well-being.19To verify that

our null result is not the outcome of offsetting positive and negative results, we estimate impacts on

each measure (aggregated to village-level shares); Table A7 shows that all are close to zero and there is

only one estimate with a p-value below .1 (plastic roof, p = .02). Given that we run these regressions for

28 variables, this is likely to be spurious. Because we can calculate the consumption measure for every

individual in every village, we can further estimate changes at any percentile of the village predicted

consumption distribution. Figure 6 shows RD estimates at every ventile of the within-village predicted

consumption distribution; effects are weakly more positive at the top of the distribution, but very

small and insignificant everywhere. Table A8 separates predicted consumption estimates by education

and occupation of the household head; there are no significant gains in any of the categories.20

19Table A6 presents the “first stage” weights given to each measure, taken from regressions of consumption on
these variables in the IHDS. These look very reasonable, with most expensive items having the largest coefficients,
such as four-wheeled vehicle (85,686) and refrigerator (29,477).

20Note that we measure occupation of the household head in 2012, so some share of the household heads working
for wages may be doing so as a result of the treatment.
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Log night light intensity at the village level (Column 3) provides an alternative proxy for GDP

per capita; we again find a point estimate very close to zero. Henderson et al. (2011) estimate a

robust elasticity of .3 when regressing log GDP per capita on log night lights per area. Taking

this seriously, we would need an estimate of 0.33 to conclude that rural roads cause a ten percent

increase in GDP per capita – our point estimate is one one-hundredth of that. Finally, Column

4 shows estimates on the share of households in the village whose primary earner makes more than

5,000 rupees (approximately $100) per month.21 Once again, we find no statistically or economically

significant effect; the coefficient is comparable to that for predicted consumption.

Panel B of Table 8 estimates the impact of new roads on asset ownership. The normalized asset

index suggests a small and statistically insignificant 0.14 standard deviation increase in assets. The

remaining columns show small and insignificant estimates on ownership of the assets that make

up the index. The evidence suggests that rural roads do not greatly increase earnings, assets, or

consumption, even for relatively inexpensive assets such as mobile phones.

To summarize, new roads do not appear to substantially change either the aggregate economy

or predicted consumption in connected villages. We do observe a large shift of workers out of

agricultural work and into wage work, but this occupational change does not lead to economically

meaningful changes in income or predicted consumption. The average treated village has had a

road for 4 years at the time of measurement in 2012, and a quarter for 6 years or more. Given the

small positive point estimates on the asset/consumption and agricultural investment indices, it is

possible that long-run effects are larger. But the results do not paint a picture of villages poised

to reap large benefits from improved transportation infrastructure in the short run.

VI.B Robustness

In this section we examine the robustness of our results to alternative specifications and explanations.

First, as a placebo exercise, we estimate the first stage and reduced form estimation on the family

21As noted in Section A, the SECC reports income only in three bins and only for the highest earner of the
household, so we do not have a more granular measure.
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indices for the set of states that did not follow guidelines regarding the population eligibility threshold.

If villages above the PMGSY thresholds are changing in ways other than through eligibility for roads,

we would expect to find similar reduced form effects in these placebo villages as well. Specifically,

we include villages close to the two population thresholds in states that built many roads but did

not follow the rules at all (Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh

and Uttarakhand), and villages close to the 1,000 threshold in states that used only the 500-person

threshold (Gujarat, Maharashtra, Orissa and Rajasthan). Table A9 presents the estimates. There

is no evidence of either a first stage or reduced form effect on any outcomes in the placebo sample,

suggesting that our primary estimates can indeed be interpreted as resulting from new roads.

In Table A10, we present the five family index results for bandwidths from 60 to 100, for both

triangular and rectangular kernels. The results are consistent with the those in our main specification

(Table 3).

If migration is correlated with individual or household characteristics, as some studies have found

(Bryan et al., 2014; Morten and Oliveira, 2018), then compositional changes in village population

could bias treatment estimates. In Table A11, we examine three proxies for permanent migration.22

First we test for impacts on village population in 2011 (Panel A). We find no evidence for significant

impacts on total population, either in logs or levels. The limitation of population growth as an

outcome is that any impacts on net migration could be offset by changes to fertility and mortality.

But such offsetting effects would cause changes in village demographics, which we can estimate in

the comprehensive census data. In Panels B and C, we show that roads cause no changes to the

age distribution or gender ratios in any age cohort. Taken together, these three pieces of evidence

suggest that new roads do not lead to major changes in out-migration.23 The absence of an impact

on migration also allows us to interpret the observed sectoral reallocation of labor as the result of

22Short-term migrants and commuters are considered resident in the village, and thus covered in both the
Population Censuses and the SECC.

23This difference with Morten and Oliveira (2018) may be due to the differences between rural feeder roads and
highways. The construction of a paved rural road is unlikely to significantly change the one-time cost of permanent
migration relative to the lifetime benefits, in contrast to the major changes induced by highway construction.
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changes in occupational choice rather than compositional effects due to selective migration.

Table A12 addresses the possibility that the workforce has changed, which would make it difficult

to interpret changes in the share of workers in agriculture or non-agricultural wage work. The

table shows that roads do not affect the share of adults who are either not working or who are in

occupations that we are unable to classify, suggesting that this potential bias is not important.

A different threat to our identification could come from any other policy that used the same

thresholds as the PMGSY. In fact, one national government program did prioritize villages above

population 1,000: the Total Sanitation Campaign (Spears, 2015), which attempted to reduce open

defecation through toilet construction and advocacy. It is unlikely that this program is spuriously

driving our results for two reasons. First, there is little theoretical reason to believe that investments

in sanitation could drive large increases in transportation services or reallocation of labor away from

agriculture. Second, in Table A13 we present regression discontinuity estimates of the impact of road

prioritization on four measures of sanitation. We find no evidence that being above the population

threshold is associated either with open defecation or any measure of access to toilets, suggesting

that there is no discontinuity in the implementation of the program that might affect our results.

Finally, we consider the possibility that roads have spillover effects on nearby villages; if so, our

estimates of direct effects could be biased either upwards or downwards relative to the total effects

of new road provision. To do so, we examine outcomes in villages within a 5 km radius of villages

in the main sample, using the standard regression discontinuity specification. Table A14 presents

results of these regressions for the five outcome indices. We also test for an impact on unemployment

in order to test the hypothesis that the reallocation of labor out of agriculture may be coming at the

expense of jobs held by those living nearby. We find no evidence of spillovers, and can reject equality

with the main point estimates on the transportation and agricultural occupation measures. It is an

open question whether rural road provision has spillover effects in nearby urban labor markets, but

our identification strategy does not allow us to answer this question, as every town is surrounded

by many villages, few of which are near our population thresholds. Further, PMGSY villages tend to
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be small and relatively remote, making spillovers onto regional labor markets even harder to detect.

VII Conclusion

Many of the world’s poorest live in places that are not well connected to outside markets. The

resulting high transportation costs potentially inhibit gains from the division of labor, specialization,

and economies of scale.

In this paper we estimate the economic impacts of the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana,

a large-scale program in India that has aimed to provide universal access to paved “all-weather”

roads in rural India. We find that the effects of this program on village economies are smaller than

those anticipated by policy-makers or suggested by the existing body of research on roads. Four

years after road completion, we find few impacts on assets, agricultural investments, or predicted

consumption, and only small changes to employment in village firms. We do find that new paved

roads lead to increased transportation services and a large reallocation of labor out of agriculture.

Roads are costly investments: the cost of connecting each additional village to the paved road

network is approximately $150,000. A back of the envelope calculation from our estimates suggests

that the average village (with 696 residents) gains an additional $6.14 of consumption per year on

a base of $267, or $4274 per village per year.24 Even if we use the upper bound of the confidence

interval, we find small effects relative to the cost of roads. Worse yet, the villages in India still

lacking paved roads are less populated and more remote than those in our sample, suggesting that

impacts for future rural road investments are likely to be even smaller.

Our estimates admittedly do not capture every dimension of welfare. The long run effects of roads

may be larger than the short to medium term estimates here. Access to employment outside the

village may play an important insurance role, and improved access to external health and education

services may be valuable; indeed, we find elsewhere that rural roads cause increases in educational

attainment (Adukia et al., 2017). We also do not estimate the impact of spillovers into larger regional

24Maintenance costs of paved rural roads are very similar to gravel roads in India (Indian Roads Congress, 2002),
and so do not affect our calculation.
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markets. Additional research into these other potential impacts would be valuable, as would analysis

of how market access interacts with complementary policies and investments.

Both researchers and policymakers have claimed that roads have the potential to revolutionize

economic opportunities in remote, rural areas. This paper suggests that even in a fast growing

economy such as India in the 2000s, rural growth is constrained by more than the poor state of

transportation infrastructure. Instead of facilitating growth on village farms and firms, the main

economic benefit of rural transportation infrastructure may be the connection of rural workers to

new employment opportunities.
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Table 1
Summary statistics and balance

Variable Full Below Over Difference p-value on RD p-value on
sample threshold threshold of means difference estimate RD estimate

Primary school 0.955 0.950 0.961 0.01 0.00 -0.019 0.58
Medical center 0.164 0.153 0.177 0.02 0.00 -0.072 0.27
Electrified 0.427 0.411 0.445 0.03 0.00 -0.028 0.74
Distance from nearest town (km) 26.805 26.868 26.734 -0.13 0.75 -4.196 0.24
Land irrigated (share) 0.281 0.274 0.288 0.01 0.01 -0.012 0.79
Ln land area 5.168 5.115 5.228 0.11 0.00 -0.078 0.46
Literate (share) 0.456 0.453 0.460 0.01 0.01 -0.014 0.55
Scheduled caste (share) 0.143 0.141 0.144 0.00 0.31 -0.029 0.34

Land ownership (share) 0.738 0.739 0.737 -0.00 0.71 0.005 0.89
Subsistence ag (share) 0.441 0.443 0.439 -0.00 0.43 0.036 0.39
HH income > INR 250 (share) 0.758 0.756 0.761 0.01 0.32 -0.012 0.80

N 11474 6049 5425

Notes: The table presents mean values for village characteristics, measured in the baseline period. The first eight variables come
from the 2001 Population Census, while the final three (below the line) come from the 2002 BPL Census. Columns 1-3 show the
unconditional means for all villages, villages below the treatment threshold, and villages above the treatment threshold, respectively.
Column 4 shows the difference of means across Columns 2 and 3, and Column 5 shows the p-value for the difference of means. Column
6 shows the regression discontinuity estimate, following the main estimating equation, of the effect of being above the treatment
threshold on the baseline variable (with the outcome variable omitted from the set of controls), and Column 7 is the p-value for
this estimate, using heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. An optimal bandwidth of ± 84 around the population thresholds
has been used to define the sample of villages (see text for details).
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Table 2
First stage: effect of road prioritization on road treatment

±60 ±70 ±80 ±90 ±100 ±110
Road priority 0.219 0.217 0.214 0.212 0.212 0.214

(0.019) (0.018) (0.017) (0.016) (0.015) (0.014)

F Statistic 126.6 145.4 162.6 178.2 198.2 222.0
N 8291 9657 11023 12364 13764 15132
R2 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.29

Notes: This table presents first stage estimates of the effect of being above the
treatment threshold on a village’s probability of treatment. The dependent variable
is a indicator variable that takes on the value one if a village has received a PMGSY
road before 2012. The first column presents results for villages with populations
within 60 of the population threshold (440-560 for the low threshold and 940-1060
for the high threshold). The second through sixth columns expand the sample to
include villages within 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 of the population thresholds. The
specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic
indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details).
Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.

Table 3
Impact of new road on indices of major outcomes

Transportation Ag occupation Firms Ag production Consumption

New road 0.447 -0.378 0.248 0.099 0.063
(0.189) (0.163) (0.159) (0.126) (0.138)

p-value 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.43 0.65
N 11474 11474 10709 11474 11474
R2 0.17 0.28 0.30 0.55 0.50

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation
of the effect of a new road on indices of the major outcomes in each of the five families of outcomes:
transportation, occupation, firms, agriculture, and welfare. See Section A for details of index
construction. The specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic
indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table 4
Impact of new road on transportation

Gov Bus Private Bus Taxi Van Autorickshaw

New road 0.128 0.119 0.021 -0.004 0.078
(0.055) (0.075) (0.048) (0.056) (0.043)

Control group mean 0.119 0.205 0.068 0.155 0.055
N 11474 11474 11474 11474 11474
R2 0.31 0.10 0.09 0.43 0.26

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating
equation of the effect of new road construction on regularly available transportation services.
Columns 1-5 estimate the impact on the five categories of motorized transport recorded in
the 2011 Population Census: government buses, private buses, taxis, vans and autorickshaws.
For each regression, the outcome mean for the control group (villages with population below
the threshold) is also shown. The specification includes baseline village-level controls for
amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for
details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.

Table 5
Impact of new road on occupation and income source

Occupation Household Income Source

Agriculture Manual Labor Agriculture Manual Labor

New road -0.101 0.080 -0.033 -0.006
(0.044) (0.044) (0.045) (0.044)

Control group mean 0.476 0.449 0.419 0.506
N 11474 11474 11474 11474
R2 0.28 0.26 0.31 0.28

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating
equation of the effect of new road construction on occupational choice and household source
of income. Column 1 estimates the impact on the share of workers in agriculture. Column 2
estimates the effect on the share of workers in manual labor (excluding agriculture). Columns
3 and 4 provide estimates of the impact of a new road on the share of households reporting
cultivation and manual labor as the primary source of income. For each regression, the
outcome mean for the control group (villages with population below the threshold) is also
shown. The specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic
indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table 6
Impact of new road on firms

Panel A. Log employment growth (by sector)

Total Livestock Manufacturing Education Retail Forestry
New road 0.251 0.238 0.251 0.152 0.338 -0.118

(0.161) (0.190) (0.195) (0.144) (0.156) (0.108)
N 10709 10709 10709 10709 10709 10709
R2 0.30 0.42 0.24 0.18 0.23 0.35

Panel B. Level employment growth (by sector)

Total Livestock Manufacturing Education Retail Forestry
New road 3.704 -1.640 2.628 0.328 1.842 2.307

(7.704) (3.419) (3.831) (0.977) (1.550) (4.072)
Mean employment (level) 31.9 6.9 5.7 5.1 4.4 2.7
N 10709 10709 10709 10709 10709 10709
R2 0.30 0.46 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.36
Notes: This table presents IV discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation of the effect
of new road construction on employment in in-village nonfarm firms. Panel A examines the impact on
log employment in all nonfarm firms (Column 1) and in the five largest sectors in our sample: livestock,
manufacturing, education, retail, and forestry. Panel B presents estimates for the same regressions,
instead specifying the level of employment as the dependent variable. The specification includes baseline
village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see
Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table 7
Impact of new road on agricultural outcomes

Panel A. Agricultural yields (log)

NDVI EVI

Max - June Cumulative Max Max - June Cumulative Max
New road 0.016 0.001 0.005 0.041 -0.001 0.026

(0.026) (0.012) (0.013) (0.033) (0.015) (0.019)
Control group mean 8.226 10.642 8.825 7.959 10.156 8.468
Control group SD 0.283 0.222 0.171 0.336 0.223 0.197
N 11463 11463 11463 11464 11463 11464
R2 0.74 0.91 0.83 0.72 0.86 0.72

Panel B. Agricultural inputs

Mechanized Farm Irrigation Land Ownership Non-cereal/pulse Cultivated land
Equipment Equipment crop (log)

New road 0.001 -0.000 0.003 0.023 0.034
(0.012) (0.028) (0.036) (0.074) (0.082)

Control group mean 0.041 0.141 0.571 0.400 5.054
N 11473 11474 11474 8294 11205
R2 0.26 0.43 0.39 0.45 0.74
Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation of the effect of new road
construction on village-level measures of agricultural activity. Panel A examines whether roads have an impact on agricultural
production, presenting results for three different NDVI-based proxies for agricultural yields. For each regression, the outcome mean
and SD for the control group (villages with population below the threshold) is also shown. Panel B examines the impact of roads on
agricultural inputs. Column 1 estimates the impact on the share of households owning mechanized farm equipment, Column 2 the
share of households owning irrigation equipment, Column 3 the share of households owning agricultural land, Column 4 an indicator
for whether a village lists a non-cereal and non-pulse crop as one of its three major crops, and Column 5 the log total cultivated
land (sample restricted to villages reporting non-zero values). For each regression, the outcome mean for the control group (villages
with population below the threshold) is also shown. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table 8
Impact of new road on predicted consumption, earnings and assets

Panel A. Consumption and earnings

Consumption per Poverty rate Night lights Share of HH
capita (log) (log) earning ≥ INR 5k

New road 0.026 -0.011 -0.003 0.005
(0.039) (0.042) (0.166) (0.032)

Control group mean 9.551 0.301 1.445 0.148
N 11474 11474 11135 11474
R2 0.41 0.30 0.66 0.25

Panel B. Asset ownership

Asset index Solid house Refrigerator Vehicle Phone
New road 0.144 0.042 0.009 0.003 0.041

(0.134) (0.029) (0.013) (0.024) (0.042)
Control group mean -0.017 0.220 0.036 0.140 0.444
N 11464 11474 11474 11474 11474
R2 0.52 0.67 0.27 0.38 0.48
Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation of the
effect of new road construction on various measures of welfare. Panel A examines the impact on measures
of predicted consumption and earnings. We use imputed log consumption per capita (outcome for Column
1, see Data Appendix for details of variable construction) and share of the population below the poverty line
(Column 2). The dependent variable for Column 3 is the log of mean total night light luminosity in 2011-13,
with an extra control for log light at baseline in 2001. The dependent variable for Column 4 is the share
of households whose highest earning member earns more than INR 5000 per month. Panel B examines
the impact on asset ownership as measured in the 2012 SECC. The dependent variable for Column 1 is
the village-level average of the primary component of indicator variables for all household assets measured
in the SECC. The remaining four columns present estimates for the impact on the share of households
in the village that own each of these assets. The specification includes baseline village-level controls
for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details).
Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates for all estimates except for
consumption and poverty, which report bootstrapped standard errors as described in the data appendix.
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Figure 1
Timeline of data sources, with count of villages receiving new roads
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Notes: The figure shows the timing of the population, economic and poverty censuses
of India used as principal data sources. Note that while the Socioeconomic and Caste
Census (SECC) was intended to be conducted exclusively in 2011, and it is often referred
to with this year, it was conducted primarily in 2012. The bar graph above represents the
number of villages receiving PMGSY roads in each year in our full village-level dataset.
Exact counts are also listed.
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Figure 2
Balance of baseline village characteristics

Notes: The figure plots residualized baseline village characteristics (after controlling for
all variables in the main specification other than population) over normalized village
population in the 2001 Population Census. Points to the right of zero are above treatment
thresholds, while points to the left of zero are below treatment thresholds. Each point
represents approximately 570 observations. As in the main specification, a linear fit is
generated separately for each side of 0, with 95% confidence intervals displayed. The
sample consists of villages that did not have a paved road at baseline, with baseline
population within an optimal bandwidth (84) of the threshold (see text for details).
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Figure 3
Distribution of running variable
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Notes: The figure shows the distribution of village population around the population
thresholds. The left panel is a histogram of village population as recorded in the 2001
Population Census. The vertical lines show the program eligibility thresholds used in this
paper, at 500 and 1,000. The right panel uses the normalized village population (reported
population minus the threshold, either 500 or 1,000). It plots a non-parametric regression
to each half of the distribution following McCrary (2008), testing for a discontinuity at
zero. The point estimate for the discontinuity is -0.01, with a standard error of 0.05.
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Figure 4
First stage: effect of road prioritization on probability of new road by 2012
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Notes: The figure plots the probability of getting a new road under PMGSY by 2012
against village population in the 2001 Population Census. The sample consists of villages
that did not have a paved road at baseline, with baseline population within an optimal
bandwidth (84) of the population thresholds. Populations are normalized by subtracting
the threshold population.
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Figure 5
Reduced form: effect of road prioritization on indices of major outcomes
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Notes: The figure plots the residualized values (after controlling for all variables in the
main specification other than population) of the indices of the major outcomes in each of
the five families of outcomes (transportation, occupation, firms, agriculture, and welfare)
over normalized village population in the 2001 Population Census. The sample consists of
villages that did not have a paved road at baseline, with baseline population within an
optimal bandwidth (84) of the population thresholds (see text for details). Population is
normalized by subtracting the threshold.
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Figure 6
Distributional impacts of new road on predicted consumption
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Notes: Each point in the figure shows a regression discontinuity estimate and bootstrapped
confidence interval of the impact of a new road on log predicted consumption per capita
for individuals at a given percentile in the within-village consumption distribution given
on the X axis. For example, the point at X=5 represents the impact of a new road on
predicted consumption per capita at the fifth percentile of the village distribution. See
Data Appendix for description of bootstrapping.
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Table A1
Correlates of NDVI and EVI proxies for agricultural production

Panel A. NDVI/EVI on village proxies of agricultural productivity

NDVI EVI

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Crop suitability (log) 0.031 0.031 0.038 0.037

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Irrigation (share) 0.022 0.015 0.042 0.037
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Consumption (log) 0.051 0.046 0.043 0.034
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

N 192939 192939 192939 192939 192940 192940 192940 192940
R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

Panel B. NDVI/EVI on district agricultural output

NDVI EVI

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Agricultural output 0.108 0.088 0.344 0.245 0.474 0.474 0.291 0.233

(0.031) (0.032) (0.043) (0.042) (0.035) (0.036) (0.047) (0.042)
Fixed effects State State-Year District District, Year State State-Year District District, Year
N 2045 2045 2045 2045 2045 2045 2045 2045
R2 0.38 0.46 0.86 0.88 0.41 0.46 0.91 0.93
Notes: For validation purposes, our favored log-differenced NDVI and EVI agricultural production proxies are regressed
on other likely correlates of yields. Panel A presents village level estimates of these proxies regressed on log crop suitability,
share of village land irrigated, and log predicted consumption per capita, all with district fixed effects. Panel B presents
district-level regressions of these proxies on the value of agricultural output (log) for the years 2000-2006. See Data Appendix
for details. The sample has been restricted to states from the primary specification, where states follow PMGSY population
guidelines. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A2
Summary statistics, by paved road at baseline

No Road Paved Road Total

Primary school 0.691 0.866 0.784
(0.462) (0.341) (0.412)

Medical center 0.184 0.437 0.318
(0.387) (0.496) (0.466)

Electrified 0.257 0.554 0.415
(0.437) (0.497) (0.493)

Crop land irrigated share 0.344 0.455 0.404
(0.359) (0.381) (0.375)

Literate share 0.427 0.499 0.465
(0.184) (0.153) (0.172)

Scheduled caste share 0.157 0.184 0.172
(0.215) (0.193) (0.204)

Distance from nearest town 28.4 20.0 23.9
(in km) (29.6) (20.7) (25.6)

Population 730.6 1708.2 1249.8
(933.3) (2312.9) (1867.6)

Number of villages 276678 313426 590104

Notes: This table presents means and standard deviations of baseline
variables and outcomes for all villages in India. The first column
presents summary statistics for villages without a paved road in the 2001
Population Census, the second column for villages with a paved road,
and the third column for the pooled sample.
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Table A3
Sectoral distribution of non-agricultural manual laborers

Share of non-agricultural
manual laborers in sector

Construction 0.60
Transport 0.07
Retail 0.05
Domestic work 0.05
Building materials 0.04
Other 0.17

Notes: This table shows the share of non-agricultural
manual laborers in the five largest industries. The
sample is the full rural population in the 68th round
of the National Sample Survey (2011-12).

Table A4
Impact of new road on distribution of landholdings

Landless 0-2 Acres 2-4 Acres 4+ Acres

New road -0.009 -0.018 -0.007 0.034
(0.029) (0.027) (0.013) (0.019)

Control group mean 0.433 0.287 0.120 0.160
N 11440 11440 11440 11440
R2 0.39 0.41 0.22 0.47

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the
main estimating equation of the effect of new road construction on the
share of village households with landholdings in a given range. The first
column reports the estimate effect on the share of households reporting
no agricultural land, followed by three columns for households owning
agricultural land. For each regression, the outcome mean for the control
group (villages with population below the threshold) is also shown. The
specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic
indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details).
Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A5
Impact of new road on agricultural labor share by land, age, and gender

Panel A. Impact by household landholding

Landless 0-2 Acres 2-4 Acres 4+ Acres
New road -0.122 -0.107 -0.081 -0.067

(0.047) (0.053) (0.054) (0.054)
Control group mean 0.351 0.513 0.590 0.654
N 11148 10731 10429 10000
R2 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.22

Panel B. Impact by age and gender

All Male Female

21-40 41-60 21-40 41-60 21-40 41-60

New road -0.098 -0.095 -0.096 -0.095 -0.038 -0.053
(0.046) (0.046) (0.045) (0.045) (0.058) (0.062)

Control group mean 0.430 0.578 0.450 0.611 0.269 0.330
N 11464 11423 11453 11413 10820 10226
R2 0.27 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.21 0.23

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation of
the effect of new road construction on occupational choice. The dependent variable in each regression
is the share of workers in agriculture, for that specific category. Panel A examines whether treatment
effects vary by the size of the household landholding. Column 1 estimates the impact for workers in
households without agricultural land, Column 2 for workers in households with greater than 0 acres
but but weakly less than two acres, Column 3 for workers in households with more than 2 acres but
weakly less than 4 acres, and Column 4 for households with 4 or more acres of land. Panel B examines
whether treatment effects vary by age and gender. The first two columns present results for workers
aged 21-40 and 41-60. The next two present the same results for males workers only, while the final
two present the same results for female workers. For each regression, the outcome mean for the control
group (villages with population below the threshold) is also shown. The specification includes baseline
village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see
Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A6
Consumption prediction first stage

Coefficient (SE) p-value

Owns land 9657 (1239) 0.000
Two-wheeled vehicle 34253 (2874) 0.000
Four-wheeled vehicle 85686 (14868) 0.000
Landline phone 24639 (8154) 0.003
Mobile phone 23997 (995) 0.000
Both landline and mobile 31479 (6895) 0.000
HH income 5000 - 10000 INR 10076 (1878) 0.000
HH income 10000+ INR 38933 (4779) 0.000
Refrigerator 29477 (2868) 0.000
Number of rooms in home 3429 (599) 0.000
Grass wall 12808 (3551) 0.000
Mud wall 13372 (3269) 0.000
Plastic wall 19748 (6754) 0.003
Wood wall 9217 (3745) 0.014
Brick wall 23030 (3451) 0.000
GI wall 14184 (4505) 0.002
Stone wall 17065 (4492) 0.000
Concrete wall 22316 (3515) 0.000
Grass roof -2920 (1770) 0.099
Tile roof -6508 (1772) 0.000
Slate roof 2316 (3018) 0.443
Plastic roof 6474 (8259) 0.433
GI roof -3359 (1889) 0.075
Brick roof -9605 (2387) 0.000
Stone roof 11637 (5121) 0.023
Concrete roof 1432 (2519) 0.570
Owns home -1334 (5550) 0.810
Kisan credit card 12441 (4584) 0.007
Constant 24538 (6572) 0.000

N = 25279
R2 = 0.359

Notes: This table presents estimates from the regression of total
household consumption on all economic well-being measures that are
used to predict consumption. The sample is all rural households in
the IHDS-II, with observations weighted according to sampling weights.
No other controls are used.
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Table A7
Impact of new road on all predictors of consumption

Coefficient (SE) p-value N R2

Owns land 0.003 (0.036) 0.93 11474 0.39
Two-wheeled vehicle 0.001 (0.021) 0.98 11474 0.35
Four-wheeled vehicle 0.002 (0.007) 0.76 11474 0.22
Landline phone -0.003 (0.004) 0.55 11474 0.09
Mobile phone 0.052 (0.041) 0.21 11474 0.47
Both landline and mobile -0.008 (0.005) 0.12 11474 0.07
HH income from 5000 - 10000 -0.005 (0.025) 0.85 11474 0.19
HH income over 10000 0.010 (0.015) 0.53 11474 0.20
Refrigerator 0.009 (0.013) 0.50 11474 0.27
Mean number of rooms in home 0.063 (0.087) 0.47 11474 0.36
Grass wall 0.038 (0.029) 0.19 11474 0.28
Mud wall -0.056 (0.053) 0.29 11474 0.40
Plastic wall -0.002 (0.005) 0.66 11474 0.07
Wood wall 0.002 (0.012) 0.86 11474 0.11
Brick wall 0.018 (0.035) 0.60 11474 0.41
GI wall 0.001 (0.004) 0.78 11474 0.05
Stone wall -0.004 (0.030) 0.88 11474 0.14
Concrete wall -0.008 (0.011) 0.48 11474 0.08
Grass roof -0.008 (0.041) 0.84 11474 0.43
Tile roof 0.004 (0.046) 0.94 11474 0.60
Slate roof 0.021 (0.024) 0.39 11474 0.28
Plastic roof -0.024 (0.011) 0.02 11474 0.18
GI roof 0.001 (0.021) 0.96 11474 0.52
Brick roof 0.002 (0.009) 0.83 11474 0.34
Stone roof 0.024 (0.026) 0.36 11474 0.50
Concrete roof -0.012 (0.018) 0.50 11474 0.43
Owns home 0.007 (0.008) 0.40 11474 0.11
Kisan credit card -0.007 (0.017) 0.69 11474 0.35

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating
equation of the effect of new road construction on village shares of all dummy variables used in
the consumption prediction exercise (except for number of rooms, which is the village mean).
The specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators,
as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity robust
standard errors are reported below point estimates for all estimates except for consumption
and poverty, which report bootstrapped standard errors as described in the data appendix.
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Table A8
Impact of new road on log predicted consumption, by education and occupation

Panel A. Consumption by education level

No education Primary or below Middle school+

New road -0.015 0.008 0.016
(0.038) (0.042) (0.045)

Control group mean 9.40 9.53 9.73
N 11432 11450 11373
R2 0.27 0.32 0.33

Panel B. Consumption by occupation

Agriculture Non-ag manual labor Other

New road -0.028 -0.005 0.035
(0.042) (0.048) (0.040)

Control group mean 9.40 9.60 9.58
N 11077 11214 11474
R2 0.27 0.40 0.40

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating
equation of the effect of a new road on log predicted consumption. In Panel A, which divides
households by education, Columns 1, 2, and 3 show results for households where the primary
earner is illiterate, has primary education or below, and has middle school education
or above, respectively. Panel B divides households by the occupation of the primary
earner: agriculture, non-agricultural manual labor, and other. For each regression, the
outcome mean for the control group (villages with population below the threshold) is also
shown. The specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic
indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details). Bootstrapped
standard errors are reported below point estimates; see Data Appendix for details.
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Table A9
First stage and reduced form estimates, main and placebo samples

Panel A. Main sample first stage and reduced form effects

First stage Reduced form

Road by 2012 Transport Occupation (ag share) Firms Ag production Consumption

Road priority 0.212 0.095 -0.080 0.054 0.021 0.013
(0.017) (0.040) (0.034) (0.035) (0.027) (0.030)

Control group mean 0.25 -0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00
N 11474 11474 11474 10709 11474 11474
R2 0.30 0.19 0.30 0.31 0.55 0.50

Panel B. Placebo sample first stage and reduced form effects

First stage Reduced form

Road by 2012 Transport Occupation (ag share) Firms Ag production Consumption

Road priority 0.003 0.004 -0.025 -0.002 -0.021 0.004
(0.018) (0.061) (0.040) (0.042) (0.033) (0.044)

Control group mean 0.27 0.47 -0.20 0.28 -0.24 0.35
N 8800 8800 8743 8084 8800 8800
R2 0.34 0.31 0.41 0.49 0.52 0.39

Notes: This table presents a comparison of estimates of the effect of PMGSY prioritization on a village’s probability of treatment
(first stage) and reduced form estimates of the effect of PMGSY prioritization on indices of the five major families of outcomes,
for both the main sample (Panel A) and a placebo sample of villages close to the thresholds that were not followed (Panel B).
For each regression, the outcome mean for the control group (villages with population below the threshold) is also shown. The
specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects
(see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A10
Impact of new road on indices of major outcomes, by kernel and bandwidth

Triangular Rectangular

60 80 100 60 80 100

Transport 0.466 0.450 0.419 0.465 0.439 0.300
(0.212) (0.190) (0.172) (0.208) (0.182) (0.153)
[0.03] [0.02] [0.01] [0.03] [0.02] [0.05]

Ag occupation -0.313 -0.372 -0.367 -0.377 -0.405 -0.292
(0.186) (0.165) (0.149) (0.179) (0.158) (0.133)
[0.09] [0.02] [0.01] [0.04] [0.01] [0.03]

Firms 0.392 0.262 0.214 0.244 0.135 0.143
(0.181) (0.160) (0.145) (0.174) (0.154) (0.131)
[0.03] [0.10] [0.14] [0.16] [0.38] [0.27]

Ag production 0.164 0.108 0.082 0.103 0.102 0.046
(0.143) (0.127) (0.115) (0.138) (0.121) (0.103)
[0.25] [0.39] [0.48] [0.46] [0.40] [0.65]

Consumption 0.144 0.093 0.058 0.133 0.050 -0.001
(0.157) (0.139) (0.126) (0.151) (0.132) (0.112)
[0.36] [0.51] [0.64] [0.38] [0.71] [0.99]

N [8291] [11023] [13764] [8291] [11023] [13764]

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main
estimating equation of the effect of a new road on indices of the major outcomes in
each of the five families of outcomes: transportation, occupation, firms, agriculture
and welfare. We show robustness to three different bandwidth choices (60, 80,
100) and two different kernel weighting choices (rectangular and triangular). See
Section A for details of index construction. The specification includes baseline
village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff
fixed effects (see Section V for details). Coefficients are presented for each
regression with standard errors in parentheses and p-values in brackets.
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Table A11
Impact of new road on population growth, age distribution and gender ratios

Panel A. Population growth (2001-2011)

Log Level
New road -0.027 -13.539

(0.030) (20.627)
Control group mean 6.43 652.79
N 11474 11474
R2 0.78 0.83

Panel B. Age group share

11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60

New road -0.003 -0.005 0.004 -0.002 0.002
(0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Control group mean 0.24 0.19 0.15 0.11 0.07
N 11474 11474 11474 11474 11474
R2 0.22 0.19 0.26 0.38 0.40

Panel C. Male share by age group

11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60

New road -0.010 0.002 0.004 -0.004 0.018
(0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.013)

Control group mean 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.51
N 11474 11474 11474 11474 11474
R2 0.13 0.20 0.10 0.08 0.06

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main
estimating equation of the effect of PMGSY treatment on village demographics.
Panel A presents results on 2011 village population, both in log and level.
Panel B presents results on the share of the village population in ten-year age
bins. Panel C presents results on the share of the population in each age bin
that is male. Dependent variables in Panels B and C are generated from the
SECC microdata. For each regression, the outcome mean for the control group
(villages with population below the threshold) is also shown. The specification
includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as
well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A12
Impact of new road on unemployment

Unemployed Unclassifiable

New road 0.014 -0.010
(0.024) (0.010)

Control group mean 0.430 0.018
N 11474 11474
R2 0.30 0.17

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates
from the main estimating equation of the effect of new road
construction on the occupational choice. In the first column,
the dependent variable is the share of working age adults (18-
60) who do not work outside of the house (household work,
student, unemployed, etc), while in the second column the
dependent variable is the share of working age adults whose
occupation does not make clear whether or not they work.
For each regression, the outcome mean for the control group
(villages with population below the threshold) is also shown.
The specification includes baseline village-level controls for
amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff
fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A13
Impact of new road on sanitation

Open Defecation Latrine Pit Latrine Pit Latrine
(on premises) (with slab) (without slab)

New road 0.013 -0.010 0.019 -0.014
(0.038) (0.036) (0.017) (0.012)

Control group mean 0.891 0.104 0.019 0.011
N 1775 1775 1775 1775
R2 0.26 0.27 0.10 0.08

Notes: The Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) is stated to have “aimed to transition rural
households from open defecation to use of on-site pit latrines” (Spears, 2015). The program
began construction of latrines in 2001. The outcomes considered here are 2011 Population Census
measures of (in order) percentages of households who report: open defecation; the existence of a
latrine within premises; an in-house pit latrine with slab or ventilated improved pit; and an in-house
pit latrine without slab/open pit. The sample has been restricted to villages with population
within the optimal bandwidth (84) of 1,000, the threshold used by the TSC. The sample of states
here come from our main PMGSY specification. The specification includes baseline village-level
controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff fixed effects (see Section V
for details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Table A14
Spillovers: impact of new road on nearby villages

Transportation Ag occupation Firms Ag production Consumption Unemployment rate

New road -0.044 -0.013 -0.104 0.018 0.078 -0.005
(0.136) (0.136) (0.142) (0.102) (0.116) (0.010)

p-value 0.75 0.92 0.46 0.86 0.50 0.62
N 11407 11407 11407 11407 11407 11396
R2 0.50 0.51 0.46 0.71 0.64 0.69

Notes: This table presents regression discontinuity estimates from the main estimating equation of the effect of a new road
on outcomes in nearby villages. Dependent variables are indices of the five families of outcomes (transportation, occupation,
firms, agriculture, and welfare), plus a sixth column for the unemployment rate. A catchment area for a PMGSY sample
village is defined as other villages within 5 km. Outcomes are aggregated across spillover villages. Otherwise the specification
is identical to the main regression specification for estimating direct effects. See Section A for details of index construction.
The specification includes baseline village-level controls for amenities and economic indicators, as well as district-cutoff
fixed effects (see Section V for details). Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported below point estimates.
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Figure A1
Histogram of habitation populations (PMGSY OMMS)
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Notes: The figure shows the histogram of village population as reported in the PMGSY
Online Monitoring and Management System. The vertical lines show the program
eligibility thresholds at 500 and 1,000. Due to evidence of manipulation, the running
variable is population from the 2001 Population Census.
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Figure A2
Sample page from SECC
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Notes: This is a sample page taken from a PDF file that was scraped from secc.gov.in. Individual-level variables are name, relationship with head of
household, gender, date of birth, parents’ names, marital status, occupation, caste category, disability and education. Household-level variables are wall
material, roof material, house ownership, dwelling room count, salaried job, payment of income tax, ownership of registered enterprise, monthly income,
source of income, asset ownership (refrigerator, telephone, vehicle, mechanized farm equipment, irrigation equipment, Kisan credit card), and land ownership.
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A Data Appendix

Section IV gives an overview of the data used in this paper. This data appendix provides more
detail on the data sources and construction of the main variables.

A1 Administrative Data on Road Construction

Data on road construction come from the administrative software designed for the management
of the program. The data include road sanctioning and completion dates, cost and time overruns,
contractor names, and quality monitoring reports.

PMGSY data are posted online (http://omms.nic.in) at either the habitation or the road level;
the data for this paper were all scraped in January 2015. There is a many-to-many correspondence
between habitations and roads: roads serve multiple habitations, and habitations may be connected to
multiple roads. A census village typically comprises between one and three habitations; approximately
200,000 villages, one third of the total, consist of only a single habitation. For the purposes of
this paper, all variables are aggregated to the level of the census village, the geographic unit at
which we measure outcomes. We consider a village to be treated by the road program if at least
one habitation in the village received a completed road by the year before outcome data were
collected.

We matched the administrative road data to economic, population and poverty census data at the
village level. In order to generate a village correspondence across multiple datasets, we conducted
a fuzzy matching of location names, along with manual cleaning and quality verification.25 We
successfully match over 85% of habitations listed in the PMGSY to their corresponding population
census villages.

A2 Socioeconomic censuses

Data on occupation, earnings and assets come from individual- and household-level microdata
from a national socioeconomic census. Beginning in 1992, the Government of India has conducted
multiple household censuses in order to determine eligibility for various government programs (Alkire
and Seth, 2013). In 1992, 1997 and 2002, these were referred to as Below Poverty Line (BPL)
censuses. We obtained the anonymized microdata to the 2002 BPL Census from the Ministry of
Rural Development. This dataset contains individual demographic variables such as age, gender,
and caste group, as well as various measures of household economic activity and assets, which we
use to construct baseline control variables.

The fourth such census, the Socioeconomic and Caste Census (SECC), was launched in 2011 but
primarily conducted in 2012.26 To increase the likelihood of collecting data on all individuals and

25For fuzzy matching, we used a combination of the reclink program in Stata, and a custom fuzzy matching script
based on the Levenshtein algorithm but modified for the languages used in India. The fuzzy matching algorithm
can be downloaded from the corresponding author’s web site.

26It is often referred to as the 2011 SECC, as the initial plan was for the survey to be conducted between June and
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households, it was based on the National Population Register (NPR) from the 2011 Population
Census. The Government of India made the SECC publicly available on the internet in a mix of PDF
and Excel formats. See Figure A2 for a de-identified sample page for a single household. We scraped
over two million files, parsed the files into text data, and translated these from twelve different
Indian languages into English. At the individual level, these data contain variables describing
age, gender, occupation, caste group, disability and marital status. Data on occupations are
written free-form in the SECC; after translation, we cleaned and matched these descriptions to
the 2004 National Classification of Occupations (NCO). Our main occupational variables (share
of workers in agriculture and share of workers in non-agricultural manual labor) are based on this
classification: agricultural workers are those with NCO single digit code 6 (skilled agricultural
workers) or NCO 2 digit 92 (agricultural laborers), while non-agricultural manual laborers are
those with NCO single digit code 9 (elementary occupations) excluding those in agriculture (code
92).

At the household level, this dataset contains variables describing housing, landholdings, agricultural
assets, household assets and sources of income.

We geocoded and matched these data to our other datasets at the village level. This dataset
is unique in describing the economic conditions of every person and household in rural India, at
a spatial resolution unavailable from comparable sample surveys.

A3 Economic and population censuses

The Indian Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI) conducted the 6th
Economic Census in 2013. The Economic Census is a complete enumeration of all economic
establishments except those engaged in crop production, defense and government administra-
tion. Establishments are any location, commercial or residential, where an economic activity
is carried out. There is no minimum firm size, and both formal and informal establishments
are enumerated, including people working out of their houses. We obtained the location direc-
tory for the Economic Census, and then used a series of fuzzy matching algorithms to match
villages and towns by name to the population census of 2011. Employment is defined as the
number of workers at the firm on the work day prior to the enumerator’s visit, including ca-
sual wage laborers. We aggregate the microdata to the village level to obtain a measure of
employment in village nonfarm firms. We use the sum of employment in all firms reported in
the 2013 Economic Census to produce an endline measure of nonfarm employment. The Eco-
nomic Census also reports the sector of the firm, which we use to test for heterogeneous effects
across the five largest sectors in our sample (livestock, forestry, manufacturing, retail and ed-
ucation), which together account for 79% of employment in in-village nonfarm firms. For all
regressions using this data, we define the outcome variable as log(employmenti,v + 1), where
employment is the sum of employment in all firms in sector i in village v. To ensure that out-
liers do not drive our results, we restrict our sample in regressions using outcomes from the

December 2011. However, various delays meant that the majority of the surveying was conducted in 2012, with urban
surveys continuing to undergo verification at the time of writing. We therefore use 2012 as the relevant year for the SECC.
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Economic Census to villages where total employment is less than total inhabitants in the vil-
lage.

The Primary Census Abstract (PCA) and Village Directory (VD) give us village-level data in
the Population Censuses of 2001 and 2011. The 2001 data provides control variables for the main
regressions and is used to establish baseline balance for the regression discontinuity, while 2011 data
is used to measure endline outcomes. The PCA is the source for demographic information (such
as total population) and the VD for village characteristics and amenities (such as roads, electricity,
schools, regular availability of transportation, etc.).

We also test for outcomes from two new measures of agricultural inputs from the 2011 Pop-
ulation Census Village Directory. The first is crop choice. The census records the three major
crops for each village—from this we generate an indicator variable for whether the village grows
any non-subsistence crops, which we define as anything other than cereals (rice, wheat, etc) and
pulses (lentils, chickpeas, etc). The second is total agricultural land, which we transform into
logs.

These censuses also provide the basis for linking the various other datasets. We use a key provided
by the 2011 Population Census to link data from 2011 to 2001. GIS data of village boundaries in
2011, procured from ML Infomap and based on official census maps, is used for the aggregation
of gridded remote sensing to the village level. Additionally, these data are used to calculate distance
to the nearest town.

A4 Agricultural production

As no comprehensive village-level data is collected on agricultural production in India, we use
two commonly-used and closely related vegetative indices (VIs) to proxy for agricultural pro-
duction in baseline and endline survey periods: the normalized difference in vegetation index
(NDVI) and the enhanced vegetation index (EVI), which is very similar but uses additional
information from the blue part of the electromagnetic spectrum. NDVI and EVI are chlorophyll-
sensitive measures of plant matter, generated at global coverage and 250 m resolution by the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard NASA’s Earth Observing
System-Terra satellite. NDVI is built using near infrared and red bands, while EVI uses ad-
ditional information from the blue band to reduce atmospheric interference and the influence
of background vegetation (Son et al., 2014). NDVI and EVI have shown to be equivalently
effective for crop classification tasks (Wardlow and Egbert, 2010), and have also been shown
to be equally successful at predicting wheat yields in Canada when combined with agrocli-
mate data (Kouadio et al., 2014). Each image represents a 16-day composite where each
pixel value is optimized considering cloud cover obstruction, image quality, and viewing geom-
etry via the MODIS VI algorithm (Huete et al., 2002). Composite images were downloaded
from the Columbia University IRI Data Library for the years 2000-2014 for nine 16-day peri-
ods from late May through mid-October, covering the major (kharif) cropping season in India
(Selvaraju, 2003).
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For each composite image, pixels were spatially averaged to village polygons. After village
aggregation within each 16-day composite, three proxies for agricultural production were calculated
for each year’s growing season: the difference between early-season VI (the mean of the first three
16-day composites) and the max VI value observed at the village level (Labus et al., 2002; Ras-
mussen, 1997), mean VI (Mkhabela et al., 2005), and cumulative NDVI (Rojas, 2007) (the sum
of NDVI from each of the nine composites during the growing season).27 All VI measures are then
log transformed for the regressions to allow for an interpretable effect. We prefer the differenced
measure because it effectively controls for non-crop vegetation (such as forest cover) by measuring
the change in vegetation from the planting period (when land is fallow) to the moment of peak
vegetation.

We use additional likely correlates of agricultural production to validate the use of these growing-
season VI measures as a proxy for agricultural output at the village level (Table A1). Cross-
sectional regressions with state fixed effects were run using log endline year (2011-2013 average)
growing season change in NDVI (as described above) as the dependent variable. At the vil-
lage level, these correlates are: cereal crop potential production measure (low input usage) from
the FAO Global Agro-Ecological Zones (GAEZ) aggregated to the village level (log); share of
village agricultural land area under any type of irrigation; and per capita annual predicted con-
sumption (described below). Additionally, panel NDVI data was regressed at the district level
on agricultural output from the Planning Commission’s series of district domestic product data,
across a consistent sample of districts. While these remotely sensed measures of agricultural
production do not capture other determinants of agricultural earnings such as quality or price
changes, their strong correlation with both agricultural productivity measures and real measures
of production supports using them to estimate impacts of roads on village agricultural produc-
tion.

A5 Consumption

We combine data from 2012 SECC and the concurrent IHDS-II (2011-12) to predict village-level
consumption measures following the methodology in Elbers et al. (2003). To do this, using IHDS
data, we regress total household consumption on dummy variables that are equivalent to all asset
and earnings information contained in the SECC.28 The results of this regression are given in
Table A6. We then use the coefficients to predict household-level consumption in the SECC
microdata. This is used to generate consumption per capita at the individual level, which is
in turn used to produce village level statistics for mean predicted consumption per capita, per

27To reduce noise, we define our endline measure as the average of the measures for 2011, 2012 and 2013, and
our baseline measures as the average of the measure for 2000, 2001 and 2002.

28These variables are roof material (grass, tile, slate, plastic, GI metal, brick, stone, and concrete), wall material
(grass, mud, plastic, wood, brick, GI sheets, stone, and concrete), number of rooms, phone ownership (landline only,
mobile only, and both landline and mobile), house ownership (owned), vehicle ownership (two wheeler and four
wheeler), land ownership, kisan credit card, refrigerator, and highest individual income in household (between 5,000
and 10,000 rupees and more than 10,000 rupees).
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capita predicted consumption at different village percentiles, and share of the population below
the poverty line.29 For the purpose of regressions, consumption variables are winsorized at the
1st and 99th percentiles, and log transformed. As outlined in Elbers et al. (2003), in order to
get correct standard errors and p-values, we perform a double bootstrap, first in the IHDS re-
gressions to generate 1,000 different asset coefficient vectors, and then over villages in our main
sample.

This method is supported by a large literature on predicting consumption and proxying wel-
fare using asset and related data. Early work showed that in the United States, up to 78%
of the variation in total consumption could be predicted by a linear regression on food con-
sumption, housing expenditures and valuation, vehicle ownership, size of the family, and age
(Skinner, 1987). Hentschel et al. (2000) show that this method yields unbiased estimates of
poverty and performs well except when sample sizes are very small. McKenzie (2005) evaluates
the ability of this method to generate accurate measures of inequality and poverty, finding that
it better predicts non-durable consumption than other methods considered; he also validates this
measure by finding that predicted consumption and directed measured consumption generate
highly similar conclusions on the relationship between inequality and schooling in Mexico. Both
McKenzie (2005) and Young (2012) make the further point that assets have the advantage of
likely capturing real, permanent income better than consumption measured at any moment in
time. Predicted consumption using this method has also been widely used (most notably by the
World Bank) to generate poverty estimates using census data for areas not covered by detailed
(and expensive) household consumption surveys (Bedi et al., eds, 2007). While we are undoubtedly
missing some of the variation in consumption not explained by these assets and income variables,
our large sample sizes (median village has 152 households in the SECC) and wide range of as-
sets covered (from housing materials to vehicles to mobile phones) give us confidence that our
measure of predicted consumption is sufficiently precise to pick up major changes in consump-
tion.

For an alternative way of aggregating information across assets, we create an index at the
village level by taking the primary component of the indicator variables described above in the
SECC microdata, normalized to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 within our sam-
ple.

The only earnings variable available at the village level comes from the SECC. It records monthly
earnings of the highest earning member of the household, censored into three bins: 0 to 4,999 rupees,
5,000 to 9,999 rupees and 10,000+ rupees. As 85% of households report being in the lowest bin,
we define our earnings variable to be the share of households in the top two bins (with the highest
earner earning 5,000 rupees or more).

We generate another consumption proxy using lights at night, as measured by satellites. Night

29We use the official rural poverty line of INR 27/day from the Tendulkar Committee Report (Government of
India, 2014).
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lights are a proxy for consumption that have the advantage of high resolution and objective measure-
ment over a 20+ year period (Henderson et al., 2011). We match gridded data to village polygons,
sum over all pixels in the village and then take the log of the value plus 1 in order to not drop
observations that take the value 0. To increase precision, we define our dependent variable as the
log of the mean value from 2011, 2012 and 2013 (plus 1), and include a control for log mean baseline
light (plus 1) in 2000-2002.

A6 Spillovers

Spillover effects of PMGSY road construction on nearby villages are assessed using 2001 Popu-
lation Census GIS data purchased from ML InfoMap. Catchment areas with radii of 5 km were
constructed by measuring distances from the centroids of villages in the sample to the centroids
of all other villages. Outcomes were then aggregated across all villages within these catchment
areas, constructed in the same manner as for the non-spillover regressions. On average, there
are 15 villages per 5 km catchment area. 55 percent of non-sample villages within a catchment
appear in more than one catchment at 5km. These villages are double counted, but should not
bias the estimates due to the exogeneity of road construction in our regression discontinuity sam-
ple.

A7 Family-wise indices

In order to address concerns of multiple hypothesis testing, we follow Anderson (2008) in generating
five indices for our main families of outcomes: transportation, labor market, firms, agriculture
and assets/consumption. Each of these is generated by demeaning its component outcomes and
converting to effect sizes through dividing by control group standard deviation; demeaned values are
then combined by weighting according to the inverse of the covariance matrix. The transportation
index is comprised of five indicator variables for availability of motorized transit: public buses, private
buses, vans, taxis and auto-rickshaws. The labor market index is comprised of the share of workers
in agriculture and the opposite of the share of workers in manual labor (so that their covariance
is positive). The firms index is comprised of log of employment plus 1 in all nonfarm firms; it does
not include the other firm outcomes as they are simply disaggregations of total employment by
sector. The agriculture index is comprised of our favored measure of agricultural yields (differenced
NDVI, described above) and each of the measures of agricultural inputs: share of households owning
mechanized farm equipment, share of households owning irrigation equipment, share of households
owning land, log total cultivated acres and an indicator for non-cereal/pulse (subsistence) crops
among the primary three crops in the village. Finally, the asset/consumption index is comprised of
log predicted consumption per capita, the primary component asset index, log night light luminosity
and the share of households with the primary earner making more than 5,000 INR per month.
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